Wednesday 3rd
October 2018
BHI Wessex Branch
Auction
Lyndhurst Community Centre SO43 7NY
Viewing from 6:30pm Auction 7:30pm – 10pm
Registration charge £2 includes refreshments
Note: Payment for purchases after lot 250 will not be
accepted until the Auction has concluded.

nos
gwo
w/o
a/f
asst

new old stock
good working order
working
as found
assorted

mvt
p/w
w/w
o/f
l/c

movement
pocket watch
wrist watch
open face
longcase

Lot
Description
1 3 pendulums including longcase
2 3 pendulums including longcase
l/c clock pieces including bell, set of
3
spandrels, 3 pulleys, hood side panels, etc
4 8-day weights for l/c clocks - (4)
5 8-day weights for l/c clocks - (3)
Assorted weights mainly for 30-hour l/c
6
clocks
3 brass cased matching Vienna regulator
7
weights and a wooden wheeled wall clock
8 Box of gongs and metal bars
9 Mantel clock with silk suspension
10 Small Smith’s lantern clock
11 Small bracket type clock
12 Decorative mantel clock – stirrup shape
13 Engineer’s block and parallel bars
14 Art Deco mantel clock
15 Miniature ebony grandfather clock
16 Extra-large pocket watch – 3.5 inch dial
17 Adjustable engineer’s block
Small commemorative clock – 125yr FA
18
cup in original box
Books (4): Watches in Colour - Good;
Practical Watch Repairing - De Carle;
19
Investing in Clocks & Watches - Cumhaill;
The Artistry of the English Watch - Jagger
Books (6): Time Measurement - Science
Museum; Clocks & Culture - Cipolla; In
20 Quest of Clocks - Ulyett; Clocks & Watches
- BM; Antique Clocks & Clock Collecting Bruton; English Lantern Clocks - Hana
21 Cast iron surface plate 12" x 12"

Tap & die set (metric 2, 4, 5, 6. 8, 9, 10,
22 12), asst tools, cast iron V block, hand vice,
large vernier caliper
Cast iron clock weights x 3, (4.5lb, 10.5lb,
23
16lb)
24 400 day torsion clock
Travel clock by Jaeger le Coultre, Deco,
25
leather case
26 Head set magnifier with built-in light
Clocks magazines - 34 copies
27
2001/2001/2002
Horological Journals - 36 copies covering
28
complete yrs 1982-84
Drum head clock, French strike mvt in
29 wooden case, dial signed JW Benson,
lacking bell
30 French black marble striking clock
Brillie master clock, (French), separate
contacts for slave clocks, built-in timer
31
control for bell/hooter, etc. Pendulum not
original
Books (4): By Collins: Aneroid Barometers
& their Restoration; Care & Restoration of
32
Barometers; Barographs; Fitzroy and his
Barometers;
Books (3): A Treatise on Meteorological
Instruments - Negretti & Zambra;
33
Barometers - McConnell; Millers Clocks &
Barometers
Books (5): By Banfield: Stick or Cistern
Tube; The Italian Influence on English
Barometers from 1780; Barometers 34
Aneroid & Barographs; Barometers - Wheel
or Banjo; Barometer Makers and Retailers
1660-1900
35 Assorted wrist watches
36 5 watches and 3 unrelated boxes
37 Silver pocket watches for spares
38 Pocket watch movements (5)
39 Omega watch materials
40 Rolex watch materials
41 Watch dials
42 Mitutoyo Digimatic vernier gauge
43 Watchmaker's tools
44 2 boxed antique watchmaker's tools
45 2 boxed antique watchmaker's tools
2 boxed plus 1 other antique watchmaker's
46
tools
47 Boxed bow pivoting tool
48 Assorted steel and brass
Book: Bates K - Clockmakers of
49 Northumberland and Durham (signed
edition)
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50

51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82

Books (5): 5 Volumes of Holtzapffel's
Turning and Mechanical Manipulation:
Vol I 2nd edition 1852, Vol II 2nd edition
1856, Vol III 1864, Vol IV 1879, Vol V
1884
Book: A signed 2nd edition (2013) of
John F Edwards’ Holtzapffel volume VI.
Compendium of rare, previously
unpublished info on Ornamental
Turning. Mint, no. 208 of 300
Book: Watch and Clockmakers Handbook Britten
Book: The Modern Watchmakers lathe and
How to Use It - Archie B. Perkins
Book: Wheel and Pinion Cutting in
Horology - J. Malcolm Wild
Seiko D/D auto serviced Sept 17 boxed
gwo.
Watchmaker’s 5 drawer wooden chest and
contents.
Watchmaker’s cleaning machine, complete
w/o.
Multi drawer cabinet with contents, incl.
some tools
Asst wristwatches as found.
P/w dials and assorted components
Asst setting levers and clicksprings.
Asst washers, bolts and some clock fixings.
Asst setting levers, brass plugs.
Asst Watch buttons, plugs and setting
levers
Asst watch buttons and pipes
Asst Train wheels and cannon pinions
Multi drawer cabinet with contents, incl.
some tools
Asst Balance staffs
Asst Balance staffs
Asst Timing washers and rollers
Asst Balance staffs, rollers and
shocksprings
Asst p/w and w/w hands (old)
Asst w/w stems and clicksprings
Asst w/w balance staffs and timing
washers.
Asst w/w balance staffs, jewel springs and
balance wheels
Asst Jewels, washers and clock hands
Plastic toolbox & contents
Machinery's Handbook
A large bag of tweezers
A Large bag of assorted clock and watch
tools
A bag of diamond files and laps
A bag of assorted tools

83 3 Vices
84 A bench Microscope with Light
An Olympus binocular bench swing
85
microscope with zoom
A 2-speed polishing motor with odd end
86
pieces for mops
Box of asst 8mm lathe spares including D
87 bed cross slide, chuck parts, small dividing
unit, and an 8 mm screw chasing unit
88 P/w and w/w dials (mostly enamel)
89 Brass p/w holder & chain ("miners' case").
90 P/w in spherical case with magnified dial.
91 Seitz jewelling press
92 Assorted p/watches
93 Omega p/w broken balance staff
94 Military style p/w
95 Assorted w/ws
96 Cockpit clock …not working
97 Alarm pocket watch …needs attention
98 Assorted ladies’ watches, a/f
Omega Seamaster w/w working needs
99
service
100 Mickey Mouse watch quartz
101 Ladies watches gold cases
102 Box of calipers and measuring instruments
103 Wooden tool box (empty)
104 Multi drawer cabinet with p/w & w/w mvts
105 Waltham p/w ….a/f
106 Alarm w/w ….a/f
107 Cannon pinion tightener
108 Watchmaker’s small cabinet & contents
109 Box of mixed brass
Reproduction lantern clock with pendulum,
110
weight and wooden wall bracket
Die holder for 2MT tailstock, 2MT centres,
111
solder etc.
Books (4): Wheel Cutting, Electrical
112 Horology, 400 Day Repair Guide, Baillie
Bibliography
Myford dividing head, complete with all
four plates & expanding plug to fit
113 Myford mandrel and mounting
bracket. Pristine condition, very little
used
Two BHI Distance Learning Course folders:
114 one Intermediate Grade and one Final
Grade. Unused.
115 A pigeon racing clock
116 3 boxes of French clocks & mvts
An Art Deco rectangular dial 14" x 12", with
117
an Elliott platform mvt
118 A fusee dial clock in a pine case
119 A wall clock with synchronous mvt
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120 2 kitchen ceramic wall clocks
A box of 3 English fusee mvts and a 12"
121
Dial fusee timepiece, a/f
A small Lenzkirk timepiece, walnut case,
122
10" high, with silvered one-piece dial w/o
A fine French black marble mantel clock
123 with red marble inlays, dial signed for JW
Benson, Ludgate Hill w/o
A French mantel clock in mahogany
124
balloon case 12" high f/r
A miniature French skeleton timepiece
125 7" high with silk suspension on later
base and dome
126 A box of clock glasses and asst hands
127 A 2-drawer cabinet of watch crystals
128 A box of watch mainsprings
129 A box of watch crystals
130 A box of watch crystals
Small cabinet of 12 drawers and contents
131
and another
132 A box of asst platforms
133 3 boxes watch crystals
2 brass cased barometers, one with Braille
134
dial
135 Master clock in case a/f
136 Bag of watchmakers' tools
137 Bag of watchmakers' tools
138 Bag of watchmakers' tools
139 Bag of watchmakers' tools
140 A four-cup oiler stand
A French black and red marble drum-head
141
clock
142 12" brass l/c dial 'James Clarke Frome'
143 Brass bulkhead clock by Elliott
144 Small 8" drop dial clock, f/r
145 Smiths bulkhead clock, 1940, f/r
Aneroid barometer by Negretti & Zambra,
146
dial 12" dia
Chrome wall mounted hygrometer &
147
thermometer 8" dia
A bag of pliers and side cutters (6 pieces)
148
New old stock
149 A bag of 20 10mm Pultra collets
150 An incomplete box of watch spring winders
A bag of pliers and side cutters (6 pieces)
151
New old stock
A set of 4 small dividing plates and 1
152
Myford and 1 Chronos plate
Smiths / Jaeger le Coultre aircraft
153
chronograph
Elgin military aircraft time piece in
154
mahogany case
155 Victorian sedan type timepiece

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169

170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
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Carriage clock striking, lever escapement,
Corinthian columns
Westminster chime mantel clock art deco G
Becker
Marine chronometer Baume & Mercier
quartz movement
Aneroid barometer dial 12" dia
Aneroid barometer by Negretti &
Zambra, dial 5" dia
Aneroid barometer dial 5" dia, diamond
shaped oak mount
Aneroid barometer dial 5" dia, round oak
mount
2 Fortin barometers
Aneroid barometer by Newton & Co dial 5"
dia, and another
Aneroid barometer dial 4" dia in standing
case
Two bulkhead wall clocks
"Rotary" advertising sign
"Super" waterproof watch case opener
A high quality English fusee timepiece
in an unusual Japanese influenced
mahogany case, mvt signed for Donne
London, mid-19th century
A four-glass mantel clock French mvt
striking on gong, with mercury
pendulum
3 boxes of watch crystals
Small French barograph in mahogany
case
Russian barograph in cream plastic case
13" painted arch dial l/c mvt, a/f
12" painted (restored) square dial l/c 30 hr
mvt
2 French blanc roulant mvts, 1 with Brocot
visible escapement
Greiner Micromat MM3 watch timing
machine, c/w microphone, manual, etc.
Box of asst pocket watches, dials, etc
Lancet top Eureka mahogany clock, w/o
Victorian fusee ornate cuckoo clock, a/f
Silver-cased JW Benson pocket watch
in original box
7 silver-cased pocket watches, a/f
Quantity of smoothing broaches
Quantity of cutting broaches
Quantity of needle files
7 pocket watches, a/f
8-day military pocket watch (wo) plus alarm
pocket watch and one other
6 pocket watch movements (a/f), 2 by Dent
of London, incl 1 with up and down dial, a/f

189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

197

198

199

200

201
202
203
204
205
206

207

11" painted dial brass birdcage 30hr l/c
mvt, and another 30hr l/c mvt
12" painted (restored) dial, signed for
'Thomas Baker Devizes', plated frame 30
hr l/c mvt
2 large lantern clocks, one a kit of parts,
(both modern), & a wooden bracket a/f
Proxxon drill TBM 220, and a small Starrett
machine vice
Magnifier lamp
GSTP 230486 pocket watch, dial & mvt
signed for Jaeger-leCoultre, white dial with
luminous markers, nickel case, w/o
GSTP F006201 pocket watch, dial & mvt
signed for Jaeger-leCoultre, black dial with
luminous markers, plated case, w/o
Military pocket watch, (Broad Arrow
33663), dial & mvt unsigned, black dial with
luminous markers, nickel case, w/o
Omega pocket watch in Swiss silver,
(0.800) case with traces of gilding, German
inscription, w/o; and a Swiss cylinder fob
watch in engraved case, a/f
Gents two-button chronograph wristwatch
in plated case, unsigned, lacking minute
register hand, w/o
Oak cased 30-hour single hand long
case clock with birdcage movement and
one-piece silvered dial, by George
Hewitt, Marlborough (restored)
30-hour verge movement with arched
brass dial with alarm disc by Charles
Penton, London, in later small ebonised
long case
30 hour painted dial clock by Relmer of
Portsea in attractive oak & mahogany
long case (restored)
Bag of asst wristwatches
An 8-day dashboard clock and some
pocket watches
Synchronome master clock serial number
5951 (oak case rounded corners), w/o
A French skeleton timepiece whose
motive power is a vertical tension
spring, (possibly by Charles Voisin)
Wooden base with glass dome
Books (5): Good Owners Clock Guide &
Clock Log Book -Moorhouse; Clocks in
Colour - Nicholls; Weight Driven Clocks FAB Ward; The Price Guide to Clocks
1840-1960 - Shenton; Practical Clock
Repairing - de Carle

208

209

210

211

212

213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
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Books (5): In Quest for Clocks - K Ullyett;
Old Clocks - E Wenham; Clocks - S Fleet;
The Arthur Negus Guide to English Clocks;
The Country Life Book of Clocks - ET Joy
Books (5): Skeleton Clocks - Royer Collard;
Clocks - Hunter; The International
Dictionary of Clocks; British Clockmakers &
Clocks - Ullyett; Clock & Watch Repairing de Carle
Books (5): Watchmakers & Clockmakers of
the World Vols 1 & 2 - Baillie; Clocks &
Watches in Exeter Museum - Inder; Clocks
& Watches - Johnson; Horological Hints &
Helps - Britten; Watch & Clock Makers
Handbook Dictionary & Guide - Britten
Books (5): Clocks & Watches - Tyler;
Clocks & Watches - Bruton; The World of
Clocks & Watches - Galaxy Press; Lyle
Antiques & their Values - Clocks &
Watches; Watch & Clock Makers
Handbook (16th ed.) - Britten
Books (7): Watch & Clock Makers
Handbook (11th ed.) - Britten; Watches in
Colour - Good; Practical Watch Repairing de Carle; The Christchurch Fusee
Chaingang - Newman; Watches - a Millers
Collector's Guide; Millers Wristwatches Scratchard; 1001 Wrist Watches
A fine oak cased, canted corners, lion
mask side handles mantel clock with
French mvt striking on gong, enamel
dial with Arabic numerals
A French black marble mantel clock with
red marble inlays, signed for JW Benson
A fine quality English twin fusee mantel
clock, striking on gong, with one-piece
silvered dial, in attractive carved walnut
case
A fusee skeleton timepiece on base,
lacking dome, 12" high
Bag of Pliers
Bag of Tweezers
Thwaites & Reed clock with English
platform movement
Staking Set
Assorted Hand Tools
Vienna Regulator
2 Wall clocks
Vienna Regulator
Long case and other clock hands etc.
French Clock parts
Bergeon 1a Automatic oiler No. 2718
Pocket Watch Stands
Engineers Wooden Tool Chest

230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

260

261
262
263
264
265
266

2 Desk clocks
Bag Wrist watches & movements
Twin Fusee Clock Movement & Case
Carriage clock (cylinder escapement), w/o
Platax Balance Removing Tool
Hand Tools
Pocket Watch movements
Box of French movements and parts
Staking set & jewelling set
Bag mantel clock pendulums
Porthole barometer
Porthole clock, quartz movement
Porthole clock/ships wheel
Microscope head, (no stand)
Ultrasonic cleaner
Cowells milling attachment
Case of six drawers, watch glasses
Jacot tool
Box watch keys
Box Clock glasses
Burnerd 6” 4 Jaw chuck for Myford
Box of odds and sods, plus Bulle clock
Small lathe with motor, collets, 3 & 4 Jaw
chucks, filing rest and other attachments
Champion no.1 small bench drill and motor
IME 6mm lathe with a few collets, several
step collets and Burnerd 3 Jaw Chuck
Minilor Tr1 Lathe with lots of attachments
Clock depthing tool
Norwich Clock timepiece with weight
and pendulum
2 ultrasonic cleaners
Two drawer units of pocket watch glasses
with four drawers containing part
movements
Six tune musical box in working order.
17” x7 ½” x5”. Some case repairs
needed but looks complete, lacks key &
tune sheet
Bag of watch fusee chains, ten complete (5
1/2” -8”), twelve with one hook missing (5
½” – 9 ½”) and some odd pieces with two
packs of hooks
Multico drilling machine, finger feed for
small drilling gwo
Three precision 1,2,3 blocks plus a ground
steel/iron polishing block
Carriage clock, 7 ½” handle up, pictured
enamel side panels, works well but case
finish poor
Dell of Harrow 12” Fusee Dial Clock, a/f
Box of old movements

267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295

296

297
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Staking set, set of small metric taps and
dies, let down tool etc
3 Meths burners and a gas torch
Box of files
Storage boxes of screws, nuts, taper pins
Boxes of drills incl. set of twist drills and
tungsten carbide drills
Box with bluing salts, 2 sets of M-P
silvering kits and M-P dial restoration kit
Box of hand tools
Box of grips, clamps, vices and overhead
drive
30hr mvt dial and pendulum also 8-day mvt
and 1 other mvt
1 Smiths and 1 Sestrel bulkhead clocks
4 Ogee clocks and 1 American drop dial
possibly not complete
Gents master clock in wooden case
Gents master clock with centre seconds, in
wooden case
2 x Gents slave dials in Bakelite cases, one
with centre seconds
Bag of asst tools
Bag of asst stakes & punches
Bag of asst mvt holders, etc
Bag of asst abrasive stones, etc
Box of asst lubricants
Bag of small clock pendulums and French
clock bezels/glasses
Box of loop end mainsprings
Box of asst tools
Asst clock weights
Jewelled watch pivot gauge
Asst drill bits
Box of asst watch materials
Bag of asst wrist & pocket watches & mvts
Bag of asst watch materials
2 clocks: Large ('Goliath') Swiss 8-day
travel clock, (winding at 6), 'Argentan' case,
wo; large ('Goliath') Swiss 8-day travel
clock, (winding at 6), white metal case, a/f
3 p/ws: Swiss half-hunter cylinder in 'Fine
Silver' case, signed Baume & Co., with
white metal chain, a/f; stem wind in brass
case, with GS/TP and broad arrow marks
on back, signed Damas, a/f; small Swiss
cylinder in plated brass case, dial signed
IVY, a/f
English fusee lever keywind p/w in
openface silver case, London 1878 'RJP',
double sunk dial, capped unsigned mvt,
w/o

298

299

300

301

302
303
304
305
306
307

English keywind p/w in openface silver
case, Chester 1898 'TPH', single sunk dial
signed John Forrest, mvt & case by
Lancashire Watch Co, w/o
English fusee lever p/w in openface silver
case, London 1887 'C.H', single sunk dial
signed David Miller Partick, with white
metal Albert, a/f
2 p/ws: A Waltham model 1876, 14 size, in
English silver case, Birmingham 1887 'AB',
with "miner's" protective outer case, w/o; a
Waltham model 1877, 18 size, in English
silver case, Birmingham 1883 'AB', a/f
3 w/ws: Timex quartz with day/date in
plated case, a/f; a Swiss lever 'trench' style,
a/f; a Bulova 'Accutron' in gold plated case,
dated 1957, a/f
2 clocks: Large Swiss 8-day dashboard
clock, (winding at 6), white metal case, dial
signed for Asprey Bond St., a/f; a large
Swiss dashboard clock, (winding at 6),
white metal case, a/f
Timecraft- complete set in binders
Box of main springs
Box of pocket watch parts
A 400-day German clock, and a Seiko
2 Mantel clocks, German and French
A repeat strike carriage clock in a carrying
case, a/f

2. The Sellers and the British Horological Institute
(Wessex Branch) do not make or give, nor has
any other person any authority to make or give,
any representations or warranty.
3. All statements in the catalogue are statements
of opinion and are not to be taken as
statements or representations of fact. Buyers
have full responsibility for inspecting lots before
purchase and becoming fully aware of their
age, condition and authenticity.
4. Goods become the liability of the Buyer
immediately after the fall of the hammer.
5. There is no Buyer's premium – if your bid is
successful, the price bid is the price you pay.
6. Payment may be made by cheque (payable to
"BHI Wessex Branch") only if the Buyer is
known to the Branch and/or can produce proof
of address etc. as required by the Branch and
his "Bidder's Form" has been accredited and
checked by a Branch official, unless prior
arrangements have been made with the
Treasurer. Otherwise payment must be made
in cash.

Please note:

7. Lots are to be removed at the Buyer's expense
immediately after the conclusion of the sale,
when a receipt for payment must be shown to a
porter who will gather your lots together for you
and hand them over in exchange for the signed
receipt. Any lots uncollected after the sale will
be disposed of at the discretion of the Branch.

1. If any dispute arises, the Auctioneer shall have
absolute discretion to settle it and/or to put any
disputed lot up for auction again.

8. All items are sold as seen. Electrical goods are
sold with no guarantee as to their condition or
safety.

308
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